
Entertaining and articulate about her unassuming, gently life-changing stroll, 
Melanie has become an inspiration to many by sharing her story of leadership, 
passion and change.

Combining the truth with metaphor, wisdom, and deep appreciation of the 
moment, Melanie takes the audience on a transformational journey.

 She engages, uplifts and moves her audience with storytelling, beautiful 
photography, and words of wisdom in a memorable performance.

As a life-long learner, creative thinker, artist and author, Melanie takes 
powerful pictures and tells compelling stories that encourage others to back 
themselves and pursue a passion - because when that happens, nothing is 
ever quite the same again. 

Mother : Writer : Speaker : Photographic Artist

Me l a n i e  Gow

As Featured  In

BBC Radio and TEDx

“L i f e  i s  a  B r ie f  Sho t  a t  Someth ing  Inc red ib le ”

“Walking With Angels is more than just a
photobook… In this gorgeous volume, words 
are deployed to equal, if not greater, effect 
than pictures.”

P O P U L A R  P R E S E N TAT I O N S

For Events

“Walking With Angels - A Photographic Journey”

The classic unfolding of the inspirational true story, illustrated
comprehensively with cinematic, narrative photographs and nuanced 
delivery.

“This has the emotion of a film, the excitement of a live performance 
and the impact of igniting a dream” Ian James

For Leaders and Dreamers

““Create The Way By Walking It””

Imagine what could change if we just back ourselves and create the 
way as we walk it; what leading your children for 33 days walking 
800km across a country can teach you about how to achieve your 
goals, and transform yourself through leadership. 

“Highly recommended – in fact it should come with a warning; it is very 
likely to be inspiring and life-changing” Angela Johnson

For Learners and Believers

“A Closed Door Lets Nothing In”

What walking for 33 days across a country can teach you about life 
and everything you need to know to live it.

Melanie brings to conferences, conventions, retreats, halls, schools 
and corporate events “an inspiring grace and a fascinatingly simple 
but effective message”

BOOK MELANIE : 07969026088 : melgow@me.com : www.myofficetoday.co.uk

BOOK AVAILABLE


